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Abstract
Purpose – This study aims to examine the effect of individuals’ roles, as providers or consumers, and
sharing intensity on willingness to participate in access-based hospitality markets.
Design/methodology/approach – The research draws from the theories of psychological ownership
and prospect theory to examine how individuals’ roles and sharing intensity affect willingness to share an
accommodation. Two behavioral experiments test the proposed hypotheses and fundament the main
conclusions.
Findings – The results show that providers (consumers) desire more (less) intensive sharing. This paper
also finds a significant difference between consumers’willingness to pay and providers’willingness to accept,
creating a seesaw dilemma that limits the likelihood of closing a sharing agreement. Based on the findings,
strategies to improve the likelihood of transactions among parties are suggested.
Practical implications – The research provides guidelines to stimulate peer-to-peer hospitality
transactions. It suggests improving communication to highlight consumers’ perceptions of effectance and
feeling of “home,” as well as providers’ mental imageries of ownership. It also recommends systematizing
accommodation attributes based on expected sharing experiences and the prospection of users who welcome
high sharing intensity.
Originality/value – In contrast to other studies of peer-to-peer accommodation sharing, this paper
explores the roles of providers and consumers simultaneously and analyze sharing intensity as a critical
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factor. This study finds that providers may welcome more intensive sharing, and links this outcome to an
unusual negative relationship between psychological ownership and the endowment effect.

Keywords Psychological ownership, Prospect theory, Sharing economy, Access-based consumption,
Guests, Hosts, Sharing intensity, Peer-to-peer hospitality

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Empowered by advances in technology, entrepreneurs have successfully created platforms
that facilitate the sharing process (Belk, 2010). Companies such as Airbnb, LendingClub and
Uber enable transactions between those who own items and those who desire to access them
under an access-based relation (Einav et al., 2016). Nevertheless, although these platforms
simplify how individuals share, they are yet to reach their full potential, opening up
opportunities for novel studies that assist in this objective (Cusumano, 2018; Zach et al.,
2020).

Although the hospitality literature has examined the topic of peer-to-peer
accommodation sharing (Mao and Lyu, 2017; Moreno-Izquierdo et al., 2019), further
scientific investigations are warranted (Belarmino and Koh, 2020). Prayag and Ozanne
(2018), for example, claimed that additional studies of hosts’ perspectives and host-guest
interactions are necessary to increase understanding about participants’ needs in a
transaction. In light of this, our research analyzes the roles that people adopt (provider or
consumer) and the sharing intensity (low or high) during a stay. The former factor considers
whether an individual is giving or gaining access in a peer-to-peer hospitality transaction,
whereas the latter refers to the offline degree of coexistence and interaction between the
parties during a stay.

The bulk of peer-to-peer hospitality research has considered the roles of consumers and
providers separately (Belarmino et al., 2019; Yao et al., 2019). In this study, we integrate both
perspectives and investigate the cognitive processes of the individuals in each role with
respect to the same target (accommodation). In doing so, we identify how these processes
(and ultimately, perspectives) differ as the sharing conditions change. With respect to
sharing intensity, we observe that providers can offer temporary access both to the entirety
of a home (exclusive) and to parts of it (shared). This possibility of different sharing
intensities often occurs on the same sharing platform (e.g. Airbnb and Couchsurfing),
suggesting that it is an important element that influences consumption when traveling (Xie
et al., 2019). However, few studies have systematically explored the impact of this possibility
(Belarmino and Koh, 2020).

To address this gap in the literature, this research investigates how individuals’ roles and
sharing intensity influence participation in peer-to-peer accommodation markets. Using
behavioral experiments, we first examine people’s willingness to share (WTS) an
accommodation depending on their roles and the sharing intensity to which they are
exposed. Then, we delve into the concepts of willingness to pay (WTP) and willingness to
accept (WTA) to explore the maximum and minimum prices consumers and providers
demand to change from one sharing intensity to another and how this affects the likelihood
of reaching an agreement.

This research contributes to the literature by disentangling, in an integrated study, the
cognitive perceptions of providers and consumers when they consider sharing
accommodation. It also explains how sharing intensity influences individuals’ participation
in sharing arrangements. Furthermore, this study finds the novel result that providers may
desire more intensive sharing based on a unique negative relationship between
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psychological ownership and the endowment effect. Finally, it adds to the hospitality
literature by identifying a win/lose dilemma between hosts and guests that limits
transactions, a friction that cannot be ameliorated simply by adjusting sharing levels.
Instead, other approaches – such as influencing providers’ perceptions of control and
consumers’ feelings of effectance and “home” – are likely to be more productive.

Managerially, the study offers valuable practical implications such as reshaping
platforms’ communication messages to match providers’ and consumers’ psychological
ownership needs, systematizing a set of accommodation indicators based on their sharing
intensities (e.g. privacy and lively experience) and exploring a market niche composed of
high-intensity sharing lodgings.

2. Conceptual development
2.1 Sharing and the access-based market
Allowing others to use our possessions and gaining access to the possessions of others has
been termed as sharing behavior (Belk, 1988). When sharing, people accept the costs and
benefits associated with possessing goods, knowledge, responsibility and power (Belk,
2010). On the one hand, sharing includes aspects such as trust, community and
commensality (John, 2013); on the other hand, it is based on “profit motives, [an] absence of
feelings of community and expectations of reciprocity” (Belk, 2014, p. 7) [1]. These dominant
forces behind sharing motives, which concur with what social exchange theory calls
reciprocity rules and negotiated rules, are two distinct drivers of social transactions (Choi
and Lotz, 2018; Elahi et al., 2020; Gong and Yi, 2019). Recently, the sharing environment has
been extensively modified by modern technology and web services (Altinay and Taheri,
2019), with one outcome being the establishment of peer-to-peer access-based markets. In
these markets, companies mediate the process of individuals exchanging the access (not
ownership) to a target (Bardhi and Eckhardt, 2012).

Research on sharing behavior and access-based markets is growing in number and
importance. Some areas of interest include defining and characterizing these markets
(Guyader, 2018), investigating regulatory aspects (Hartl et al., 2016) and checking users’
sense of reciprocity (Wiles and Crawford, 2017). In the hospitality literature, several
contributions have been made. Zervas et al. (2017), for example, observed that the
introduction of access-based accommodation platforms has negatively affected hotels
focused on low-price accommodations and on non-business travelers. Han et al. (2019) found
that host reviews, social words and price positively affect the purchase of Airbnb’s services,
whereas occupancy negatively affects it. Recently, Xie et al. (2019) noted that travelers’
loyalty to a single provider is common on these types of platforms.

However, most contributions in the hospitality literature have focused on characterizing
(what) and exploring the reasons (why) behind the use of access-based hospitality services,
with less attention paid to the mechanisms (how) that operate in hospitality sharing (Prayag
and Ozanne, 2018). Furthermore, among those rare studies that focus on such mechanisms,
few have adopted an experimental methodology. One example is the work of Edelman et al.
(2017), which, through a field experiment, identified racial discrimination in Airbnb’s
booking process. Using laboratory experiments, our research examines how sharing occurs
in the hospitality sector by analyzing the effects of people’s roles and sharing intensity, two
important factors worthy of attention by hospitality studies (Belarmino and Koh, 2020).

2.2 Roles performed
In a peer-to-peer access-based market, individuals can be either providers (those who give
temporary access to an item) or consumers (those who obtain temporary access). Providers
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and consumers tend to have diverse evaluations and judgments of the same target, as these
individuals are susceptible to psychological ownership and the endowment effect to
different degrees (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Pierce et al., 2001).

The mental state of ownership that someone has over a target is known as psychological
ownership (Pierce et al., 2003). Prospect theory (Kahneman et al., 1991) affirms that under
this state, individuals tend to overestimate the value of their possessions (endowment effect),
which reflects their sense of greater disutility in giving up items than the utility in acquiring
them. In the context of this research, despite both providers and consumers having feelings
of psychological ownership over a target, the former possess legal ownership, which
reinforces their susceptibility to the endowment effect and tends to overinflate their price
evaluations (Carmon andAriely, 2000; Friedman et al., 2018).

The above discussion raises the question of whether psychological ownership and
endowment effects, widely observed in ownership-based contexts, also operate in access-
based hospitality contexts. To the best of our knowledge, no study has, thus, far explored
whether the positive effect of ownership on an individual’s susceptibility to the endowment
effect also occurs in access-based markets. Benoit et al. (2017), when analyzing participants’
motives to consume by access, considered different negotiating forms of ownership;
however, they did not investigate whether mechanisms from prospect theory may operate in
this context. In our research, we predict that feelings of psychological ownership and the
propensity to experience the endowment effect are distinct across these two roles: negatively
related for providers and positively related for consumers. Therefore, consumers’WTP and
providers’ WTA are expected to differ (Brasel and Gips, 2014). We also disentangle the
effects of sharing intensity during a stay, which is expected to influence the valuations of
both roles, as it can expand or limit individuals’ chances to exercise the benefits usually
related to ownership.

2.3 Sharing intensity
As alternates to traditional hospitality services, peer-to-peer access-based accommodation
platforms such as 9flats, Airbnb and Wimdu are becoming relevant actors in this industry
(Zach et al., 2020). According to these platforms’ services, hosts and guests can either stay
alone in the targeted accommodation (at different times) or stay in it simultaneously (Lutz
and Newlands, 2018; Moreno-Izquierdo et al., 2019). In this research, we label the first option
as low sharing intensity (e.g. hosts leaving the entirety of the accommodation to guests) and
the latter as high sharing intensity (e.g. hosts and guests sharing other areas, but not
bedrooms).

The psychological ownership literature claims that individuals favor ownership because
they aspire to be responsible for changes in their environment (effectance), express
themselves (self-identity) and feel protected (home) (Pierce et al., 2001). We expect that under
high sharing intensity, hosts are likely to maintain, for instance, their original span of
interaction and control of their accommodation (effectance), while guests have these benefits
eroded by the presence of the owner. Therefore, the different physical arrangements
between consumers and providers tend to change their respective psychological feelings of
ownership toward the accommodation, which affects their valuation of it (Peck and Shu,
2018). Additionally, providers are those who not only have psychological ownership of the
accommodation but also physically own it, which can lead to asymmetric propensities to
experience psychological ownership and the endowment effect toward the accommodation
(Friedman et al., 2018).
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2.4 Hypotheses development
As discussed above, consumers and providers aim to fully interact with and control an
accommodation (effectance), express themselves using it (self-identity) and/or feel safe in it
(home). For example, guests may want not only complete enjoyment from the space and its
utility but also to manage its design and structure to make it feel more like their own.
However, for both consumers and providers to benefit in a peer-to-peer access-based
hospitality context, the sharing intensity to which individuals are exposed must be properly
handled. Therefore, we expect that under low intensity sharing (i.e. hosts and guests apart),
providers’ usual capacity to interact with and control the accommodation will reduce,
mentally transferring these benefits to their guests [2]. This psychological response, even if
transient, tends to lower providers’ positive feelings of psychological ownership associated
with their accommodation, reinforcing the negative feelings from the endowment effects of
temporarily losing it. Therefore, under low intensity sharing, providers’ WTS their
accommodation is reduced until their usual benefits are reestablished.

Conversely, under low sharing intensity, consumers are likely to gain increased
opportunity to interact with and control the accommodation, thereby enhancing their
feelings of psychological ownership over it. Contrary to providers, who are more susceptible
to the endowment effect toward their accommodation as a way to preserve and reaffirm
their ownership, consumers tend to become more prone to the endowment effect toward the
accessed accommodation as an expansive rather than a defensive response. Therefore,
under low sharing intensity, consumers’WTS is high.We presentH1a follows:

H1a. In peer-to-peer access-based hospitality consumption, under low sharing intensity,
consumers will exhibit higherWTS an accommodation than providers will.

On the other hand, under high sharing intensity, providers (consumers) are likely to
preserve (limit) their ability to interact with and control the accommodation. Thus,
providers’ (consumers’) feelings of psychological ownership over it tend to be heightened
(threatened), reducing the susceptibility to fall prey to the endowment effect toward the
accommodation, as they maintain (reduce) the benefits from the asset. Therefore, under high
sharing intensity, providers’ (consumers’) WTS is increased (decreased). Based on this
rationale, we postulate that:

H1b. In a peer-to-peer access-based hospitality consumption, under high sharing
intensity, providers will exhibit higher WTS an accommodation than consumers
will.

One of the central ideas of prospect theory is that letting go of something owned tends to be
more painful than the pleasure of having it (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). We expect the
same phenomenon to occur in access-based hospitality transactions because of the feelings
of loss and gain, even if temporary. In this regard, we anticipate that providers perceive the
cost stemming from temporarily relinquishing their homes to be higher than the benefit
from staying in them. Indeed, even though both providers and consumers may be
susceptible to the endowment effect toward the same accommodation, only providers have
the burden of legal ownership, which explains their tendency to have higher WTA values
than consumers’WTPvalues. Thus, we hypothesize:

H2a. In a peer-to-peer access-based hospitality consumption, providers’ WTA to give
access to their accommodation is likely to be higher than consumers’ WTP to
attain it.
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Given the above predictions, a question remains about the likelihood of providers and
consumers agreeing on prices under both low and high sharing intensity. As legal
ownership affects providers’ psychological ownership, they tend to be more sensitive to the
endowment effect than consumers are (Morewedge et al., 2009). However, while providers
are more focused on those aspects related to preserving their ownership, consumers are
more focused on their expenditure (Carmon and Ariely, 2000). In common, both roles’
interests are driven by the opportunity to exert control, express themselves and feel “at
home” (Pierce et al., 2003). Therefore, the gains of one (or more) of these benefits from
changing the level of sharing intensity come at the cost of the same benefits to their
counterparts.

To illustrate, consider the case in which an individual posts one of his/her
apartment rooms on HomeAway and the arrangement of sharing the remaining
quarters with the guest (i.e. high sharing intensity condition). In this case, the
provider preserves most of the original conditions of use, whereas potential guests
know that their use of the apartment is constrained by the presence of the provider
during the stay. Conversely, in the low sharing intensity condition, consumers act as
they please, while providers experience perceptions of loss of ownership. In short,
differences in perceptions remain across both sharing intensities, as gains
experienced by one side come from the losses experienced by the other side. Thus, we
propose our last hypothesis:

H2b. Ceteris paribus, changes in sharing intensity are unlikely to increase the chances
of an agreement between providers and consumers.

Figure 1 summarizes the theoretical arguments presented in this section.

3. Study 1
Study 1 was designed to test the prediction that providers and consumers have
different attitudes toward sharing intensity. As discussed, we expect these two parties
to have different levels of psychological ownership and sensitivities to the endowment
effect toward a targeted accommodation, which asymmetrically affect their WTS the
accommodation.

3.1 Method
Overview. This study used a two (roles performed: consumer vs provider) by two (sharing
intensity: low vs high) between-subjects design experiment. In total, 235 participants were
randomly assigned to the experimental conditions. Participation was voluntary with no
screening; responses were collected online through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk), a
reliable source of data for behavioral research (Casler et al., 2013). Respondents were
presented with a hypothetical scenario in which they had an opportunity to share an

Figure 1.
Individuals’
psychological
responses based on
the roles performed
and sharing intensity
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apartment with another person under a temporary rental agreement. To obtain participants’
WTS, respondents had to answer how likely they would stay in an apartment depending on
their side of the transaction (consumer vs provider) and levels of coexistence and interaction
(low vs high).

Stimuli and procedure. The scenarios described a “two-bedroom apartment conveniently
located close to the beach with a pleasant view” as an option for respondents to give
(providers) or gain (consumers) access to, “during a weeklong entertainment event.” In the
provider condition, respondents owned an apartment and had the opportunity to rent it out,
whereas, in the consumer condition, respondents had the option to stay in it. In the high
sharing intensity condition, both the provider and the consumer would be staying in the
apartment at the same time during the rental period, sharing common areas, whereas they
would be separated in the low sharing intensity condition.

Measures.WTS was measured using a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “extremely
unlikely” (1) to “extremely likely” (7). As alternate accounts for WTS, we verified
respondents’ initial propensities to share to check whether all subjects had positive attitudes
toward peer-to-peer access-based hospitality consumption. Furthermore, we also checked
the level of convenience perceived by participants in each scenario to examine whether their
efforts to transact varied across roles performed under the same sharing intensity (Berry
et al., 2002). As manipulation checks, we collected respondents’ perceptions about the
apartment’s features to observe whether it was more or less attractive for any group. We
also tested respondents’ feelings of ownership gains and losses during transactions to
confirm that access-based consumption was taking place across the groups equally (Bardhi
and Eckhardt, 2012). These manipulation checks and controls were measured using a seven-
point Likert scale similar to that for WTS. At the end of the experiment, we compiled
demographic information. The supplementary material online [3] provides additional details
about the experimental design, control variables, manipulation checks and scales applied.

3.2 Manipulation checks and controls
With respect to the manipulation checks, independent t-tests revealed that respondents had
similar perceptions of the apartment in terms of its design and characteristics (all p> 0.05)
and that they perceived small feelings of ownership gains and losses during the transaction
(all p> 0.05). With respect to the alternate explanations, although individuals’ initial
propensities to share differed slightly across groups, they were not significantly different
from the middle of the scale for all groups (all p> 0.05). Thus, this is not a concern, as none
of the groups considered sharing an apartment for one week to be burdensome.
Furthermore, as expected, consumers and providers perceived equal levels of convenience
under the same sharing intensity condition (all p> 0.05).

The controls also showed that consumers in the low sharing intensity condition
found it more convenient to transact than consumers in the high sharing intensity
condition [Mconsumer.low = 3.40; Mconsumer.high = 2.68; t (177) = 2.27, p < 0.05] or
providers in the high sharing intensity condition [Mconsumer.low = 3.40; Mprovider.
high = 2.75; t (118) =�2.20, p < 0.05]. This result is intuitive because consumers should
find it convenient to stay alone in the apartment. However, this is not a concern, as we
identified differences in WTS across both roles and sharing intensities, as presented
below.

3.3 Main results
The results show an interaction effect between roles performed and sharing intensity, which
determines individuals’ WTS an accommodation. Confirming our hypotheses, two analysis
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of variance (ANOVAs) revealed that consumers preferred low sharing intensity, while
providers preferred the opposite. Furthermore, another ANOVA showed a statistically
significant interaction between the two independent variables. These findings imply that
people consider the level of sharing in access-based hospitality consumption and that their
judgments about sharing intensity are conditioned by the roles they perform. For example,
providers exhibit a higher WTS their accommodation if they can stay at home during the
rental period. Table 1 and Figure 2 summarize these findings.

3.4 Discussion
The fact that providers demonstrate a strong preference for high sharing intensity indicates
that they want to preserve the possibility of interacting with and controlling the
accommodation or possibly still feel at “home,” even with a guest on the premises. In doing
so, providers reemphasize their feelings of psychological ownership toward the
accommodation, counterintuitively alleviating their proneness to be affected by the
endowment effect. As such, the potential losses and risks related to this kind of consumption
(e.g. damage and material displacement) are alleviated by preserving control. This reverse
relation beyond the impact of psychological ownership and the endowment effect on
providers goes in line with a psychological process of defense (under low sharing intensity)
and relief (under high sharing intensity), which are conditioned by providers’ distance from
their accommodation. In other words, a provider’s low possibility of fully interacting with
and controlling his/her apartment (decreased psychological ownership) gives rise to a
defensive reaction to overestimate the pricing of the apartment’s rental (increased
endowment effect) because he/she considers the distance and the fact that another person is
using the apartment to be a risk or an eventual loss.

While providers surprisingly welcome higher levels of coexistence and interaction
between peers, the effects on consumers move in the opposite direction because, under the
low sharing intensity condition, consumers increase their likelihood of fully interacting with
and controlling the accommodation. Following the literature (Morewedge and Giblin, 2015),
we suggest that the endowment effect on consumers is positively related to their likelihood
of expressing ownership toward the target accommodation.

Given that consumers and providers are affected differently under the two sharing
intensity conditions, the likelihood of both parties reaching an agreement remains unclear.
To answer this, we check consumers’WTP and providers’WTAunder the sharing intensity
conditions and the difference in their WTP and WTA to switch from one sharing intensity
condition to another. To this end, we conducted Study 2, first to use another measure (i.e.
price) to provide more robustness to the result that consumers and providers value sharing
intensity differently; second to check for the applicability of another postulate of prospect
theory (loss aversion); and third, to identify how individuals’ valuation of a target varies
with the opportunity to shift from one sharing intensity condition to another. These
objectives extend the findings of Study 1 and enable our research to provide more practical
conclusions.

4. Study 2
In Study 2, we analyze the likelihood that consumers and providers will reach an agreement
across the two sharing intensity conditions. We expect that despite both roles having the
possibility of developing feelings of psychological ownership toward an accommodation,
only providers have legal ownership over it, which amplifies their feelings about the
potential losses and gains connected to each sharing intensity level. Thus, we predict
providers’WTA to be greater than consumers’WTPunder both sharing intensities.
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4.1 Method
Overview. This study used a two (roles performed: consumer vs provider) by two (change in
sharing intensity: low to high vs high to low) mixed design experiment. In total, 125
respondents were randomly assigned to the experimental conditions. As in Study 1,
participation was voluntary without screening and answers were collected through MTurk.
Respondents assigned to the consumer conditions were asked to specify their WTP for an
apartment in an initial sharing intensity scenario; subsequently, they were asked to elicit
their WTP for the same apartment in the opposite sharing intensity situation (within-
subjects comparison). The corresponding process was presented to respondents assigned to
the provider conditions (between-subjects comparison), asking them to report their initial
and posteriorWTAs for the apartment.

Stimuli and procedure. Participants were presented with a hypothetical scenario in which
a weeklong entertainment event would take place in Miami, Florida. The manipulations
were directed to respondents in provider conditions who lived in Miami and to those in
consumer conditions who lived in Jacksonville (which because of its distance to Miami,

Table 1.
Effect of roles
performed and

sharing intensity on
WTS

Source df MS p F

Role performed (A) Low sharing intensity
1 83.00 *** 24.41

Role performed (A) High sharing intensity
1 26.66 * 6.38

Role performed (A) General model
1 8.17 2.15

Sharing intensity (B) 1 16.30 * 16.30

Interaction (A� B) 1 102.24 *** 26.93

Error 231 3.80

Notes: df = degrees of freedom; MS = mean squares; significances: * = p < 0.05, *** = p < 0.001; F = variation
between sample means

Figure 2.
WTS as a function of
roles performed and

sharing intensity
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increased respondents’ likelihood of considering renting an apartment). The experiment
elicited subjects to indicate their valuations to negotiate access to the apartment during the
rental period under the two sharing intensity conditions (high and low). The sequence of
exposure to sharing intensity (low to high vs high to low) varied, to identify each role’s
valuations when changing from one condition to another.

In the providers high to low sharing intensity condition, for example, respondents first
had to indicate the lowest WTA for leasing their apartment for the entire week under the
high sharing intensity condition. Subsequently, an opportunity to change was presented.
Specifically, respondents were told that if the renter paid more, they might stay at a
relative’s home during the event, meaning they would not share the common area of the
apartment with the guest. A second WTA was elicited for this context. To set a baseline on
short-term prices in the region, a reference price was informed (US$400.00 according to
www.apartments.com).

Measures. WTP and WTA measurements were captured using single open-ended
questions such as “indicate the rental price (lowest price), in US$, you are willing to
accept to lease your apartment for the entire week.” These were supported by making
real payments to respondents who participated diligently (Horowitz and McConnell,
2002). As in Study 1, we used seven-point Likert scales to verify respondents’ initial
propensities to share and perceived convenience as alternate accounts for WTP and
WTA. Furthermore, owing to the within-subjects design adopted, we controlled for
order effect bias. At the end of the experiment, we compiled demographic information.
Further details about Study 2 are in the supplementary material online [3].

4.2 Manipulation checks and controls
Two audit questions revealed that participants indeed paid attention to the scenarios
(Q1 = 95% and Q2 = 93%). Moreover, two ANOVAs demonstrated the absence of
order bias; specifically, there was no difference in consumers’ WTP regardless of
whether first or second elicited [F (1, 61) = 0.94, p> 0.05]; the same was found for
providers’ WTA [F (1, 59) = 0.52, p> 0.05]. With respect to alternate accounts, a set of
t-tests showed that all groups exhibited similar results on respondents’ initial
attitudes toward sharing (all p> 0.05). Additional t-tests also confirmed that none of
the propensities for all groups were significantly greater than the middle of the scale
(all p> 0.05). Ultimately, as expected, consumers and providers perceived equal levels
of convenience (all p> 0.05). We also included an additional check, intended for
providers, regarding how convenient it was to stay with relatives for one week. Again,
our analysis showed no differences across conditions [Mprovider.high-to-low = 3.02;
Mprovider.low-to-high = 3.38; t (61) =�0.86 j p> 0.05].

4.3 Main results
Evaluation of sharing intensity. Two paired-sample t-tests revealed significant differences
between providers’WTA [Mlow-intensity.WTA= 796; Mhigh-intensity.WTA= 539; t(62) =
5.81, p < 0.001] and consumers’ WTP under the low and high sharing intensity conditions
[Mlow-intensity.WTP = 513; Mhigh-intensity.WTP = 324; t (61) = 6.95, p < 0.001]. These
results support the findings of Study 1, demonstrating that providers accept less to stay in
their homes with guests, while consumers paymore to be alone.

WTA greater than WTP. Confirming H2a, results from an ANOVA revealed that
providers’WTA is higher than consumers’WTP both under low [F (1, 123) = 16.19, p< 0.001]
and under high sharing intensity [F (1, 123) = 16.72, p < 0.001]. This concurs with our
argument that because legal ownership reinforces providers’ feelings of psychological
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ownership toward their accommodation, they tend to overestimate the possible losses and
gains linked to it.

Losses greater than gains. To check the presence of loss aversion in our analyzes, we
tested the difference between providers’ WTA and consumers’ WTP values under low and
high sharing intensity based on the reference price (US$400.00). Then, we estimated
respondents’ perceptions of the costs and benefits of the same target in terms of price. A
paired t-test found that for providers, low sharing intensity is more costly than the benefits
of high sharing intensity [Mlow-intensity.WTA = 411; Mhigh-intensity.WTA = 239; t (62) =
3.56, p < 0.001], whereas there is no difference for consumers [Mlow-intensity.WTP = 196;
Mhigh-intensity.WTP = 190; t (61) = 0.21, p> 0.05]. This result agrees with other prospect
theory studies that have observed individuals’ susceptibility to the endowment effect, but
not to loss aversion (Morewedge et al., 2009).

Likelihood of an agreement. To identify the likelihood that providers and consumers can
reach an agreement, we computed the probabilities that consumers’ WTP and providers’
WTA achieve transaction-compatible values under both low and high sharing intensity.
The results revealed that the overall elicitations had lognormal distributions both under low
and under high sharing intensity (Figure 3). The areas under the curves showed that
providers and consumers have a 27.7% (29.3%) probability of agreeing under low (high)
sharing intensity. In line with the t-test results presented in the previous subsection, there
was no significant difference between these probabilities.

Changing sharing intensity. To further test H2b, we ran a difference-in-differences (DID)
analysis to estimate the difference in consumers’ WTP and providers’ WTA values when
changing sharing intensity from low to high or vice versa. In the estimations, we focused on
the interaction coefficient, as it represents the DID inWTA andWTP. The results in Table 2
support our previous finding of differences in WTP and WTA across both types of sharing
intensities; however, the DID is non-significant, lending further support toH2b that changes
in sharing intensity are unlikely to increase the likelihood of an agreement between the
parties. In other words, when changing from one level of sharing intensity to another, the
benefits accrued by one party come at the expense of the other. For instance, by moving
from low to high sharing intensity, providers reestablish their feelings of “home,” while
consumers lose such a feeling. This gain for one party and loss for the other is
conceptualized here as the seesaw dilemma, a friction that is conditioned on sharing
intensity.

4.4 Discussion
The results of Study 2 broaden the findings of Study 1. Consumers’ higher WTS in the low
sharing intensity condition is confirmed by their higherWTP; by contrast, consumers’ lower

Figure 3.
WTP andWTA

under high and low
sharing intensity

(lognormal
distribution)
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WTS in the high sharing intensity condition is supported by their lower WTP. On the other
hand, providers’ lower WTS under low sharing intensity is evidenced by their higher WTA,
whereas providers’ higher WTS under high sharing intensity is backed by their lower
WTA. As hypothesized, providers tend to feel more anguish about letting go of their home
temporarily than the benefit consumers perceive from accessing it. This may occur because
ownership (recognized in social and regulatory terms) inflates providers’ feeling of
psychological ownership, thus affecting their evaluation of why they own such an
accommodation (e.g. to interact or control). Nonetheless, the difference in the evaluations of
this hospitality consumption among consumers and providers (WTA > WTP) is similar
under the two sharing intensity conditions because regardless of whether hosts and guests
stay in the same accommodation, at least one party is likely to perceive more benefits than
the other (seesaw dilemma).

Study 2 also highlights the untapped potential in the peer-to-peer access-based
hospitality market. Although many people have used access-based platforms to provide or
search for accommodation (Lee and Kim, 2018), there remains a sizable opportunity to
increase the transaction likelihood by approximately 70%, as the natural likelihood of an
agreement is only around 30% (27.7% and 29.3%; Figure 3).

5. Discussion and conclusions
5.1 Conclusions
This research investigated how individuals’ roles as providers or consumers and sharing
intensity affect their likelihood of participating in access-based hospitality consumption. It
contributes to the literature by simultaneously considering providers’ and consumers’
perspectives in a single study, exploring sharing intensity as a decisive factor in access-
based hospitality services and identifying the likelihood that parties will reach a sharing
agreement.

With a few exceptions such as Böcker and Meelen (2017), the hospitality literature has
treated providers and consumers separately in their investigations (Karlsson et al., 2017;
Tussyadiah, 2016b). As our work considers both actors’ perspectives under the same lens,
we can disentangle their different cognitive perceptions, finding that providers may
welcome more intensive sharing, in contrast to the results of previous research (Habibi et al.,
2016). Indeed, we found that providers have a larger sense of psychological ownership over

Table 2.
Differential effect of
changes in sharing
intensity on WTP
and WTA

Simple differences Estimate SE Z p

Role performed (A) Change in sharing intensity (B)

Consumer Low to high 204.68 51.94 3.94 ***
High to low 173.87 51.94 3.35 ***

Provider Low to high 268.10 53.70 4.99 ***
High to low 248.53 49.59 5.01 ***

Difference in differences

Interaction (A� B) 11.23 103.62 0.11

Notes: Simple differences for providers: WTAhigh sharing intensity – WTAlow sharing intensity; simple
differences for consumers: WTPlow sharing intensity – WTPhigh sharing intensity; DID: (WTAhigh
sharing intensity – WTAlow sharing intensity) – (WTPlow sharing intensity – WTPhigh sharing
intensity). SE = standard errors; Z = Z value; significances: *** = p< 0.001
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their accommodation than consumers do, owing to their legal ownership over it. This leads
providers to overvalue potential losses and gains when negotiating the targeted space
(endowment effect).

Furthermore, while previous research has investigated the determinants of access-based
hospitality consumption such as safety (Park and Tussyadiah, 2019) and financial gains
(Guyader, 2018), few studies have considered sharing intensity to be a key factor
(Tussyadiah, 2016a). Additionally, even less attention has been paid to how this variable
determines providers’ and consumers’ perceptions about sharing (Mao and Lyu, 2017). We
bridged this gap in knowledge, concluding that sharing intensity is a crucial factor that
influences individuals’ decisions about sharing accommodation and that this factor is
conditioned by the role each party performs.

Finally, our research identified the existence of a win/lose relationship (seesaw dilemma)
in access-based hospitality transactions. Specifically, we found that attempts to ameliorate
the situation of one side of the sharing relationship by altering sharing intensity is likely to
adversely affect the situation of the other side. This phenomenon deserves attention because
contrary to ownership-based consumption, sharing is an integral part of access-based
consumption.

5.2 Theoretical implications
This research advances the access-based consumption concept (Lawson et al., 2016) by
showing that despite being a non-ownership-based mode of transaction, people may develop
feelings of psychological ownership over the accessed accommodation. This conceivably
occurs because depending on the level of coexistence between participants, they may better
exercise effectance and self-identity, which are efficient mechanisms to obtain hedonic and
utilitarian benefits during a stay (Lee and Kim, 2018; Peck and Shu, 2018).

Additionally, the study extends the psychological ownership literature beyond
ownership-based contexts. In the hospitality literature, except for a few studies such as Lee
et al. (2019), which have observed that hosts’ psychological ownership mediates citizenship
behavior toward Airbnb, this psychological phenomenon is underexplored. In light of this
gap, our research contributes by showing that psychological ownership stimulates
providers to prefer more intensive accommodation sharing, whereas consumers may exhibit
ownership feelings even before accessing an accommodation.

This research also adds to the prospect theory literature (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979).
For instance, under low sharing intensity, our results suggest that providers may feel a
sense of loss because they have less chance to interact with, control and feel at home in the
accommodation leased to consumers. Providers’ augmented WTA under low sharing
intensity provides strong evidence that hosts overvalue their accessed accommodation
(higher endowment effect) regardless of whether they feel that the ownership of their
accommodation may be weakened by the transaction (lower psychological ownership). This
unusual negative relationship between the effects of psychological ownership and
endowment effect is a noteworthy result: on the one hand, it contrasts with the literature that
advocates a positive relationship between these cognitive facets (Morewedge and Giblin,
2015); on the other hand, it adds to previous research that highlights the psychological
differences between hosts and guests (So et al., 2019).

5.3 Practical implications
This research offers important managerial implications for participants in access-based
hospitality markets. First, we suggest that communication to providers should foster mental
stimulation and imagery connected to the ownership of the accommodation, attenuating
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their perceptions of the loss of effectance, self-identity and feelings of “home,” which can
occur when providers’ original span of interaction and control is temporarily lost (Lee et al.,
2019). For example, during a rental period, the platform and even the consumer could
stimulate providers’ imagery by sending pictures or messages about the apartment, which
could serve as a surrogate for actual physical interaction with the unit. For consumers, we
recommend messages that highlight their possibility of control over and self-investment in
the accommodation to increase their initial state of psychological ownership. This could be
combined with communication that highlights other well-known factors that influence
participation in access-based hospitality services such as trust (Park and Tussyadiah, 2019)
and spatial localness (So et al., 2019).

In line with Lutz and Newlands (2018), our results demonstrate that sharing intensity is a
determinant factor in access-based hospitality consumption. We advise practitioners to
emphasize this factor through platform functionalities already being used by users.
Specifically, following studies on online reviews (Litvin et al., 2018), platforms could
augment their feedback channels by encouraging consumers to describe the direct
consequences from staying alone or with someone else. Based on this feedback, platforms
could then create a set of indicators (e.g. privacy, lively experiences, relaxing environment
and support from the host) that systematize the expected social experiences associated with
the accommodation and its usual sharing intensity. After choosing between low and high
sharing intensity, consumers could then be offered a list of accommodations with equal
indicators in terms of the chosen sharing intensity, but with potentially different ratings for
each of the indicators managed by the platform. As suggested by Zhu et al. (2019), these
indicators could be used as additional criteria to narrow the search for suitable units on the
platform.

Furthermore, adding to prior research that notes the importance of highlighting relevant
attributes for the long-term success of listings in peer-to-peer accommodation markets
(Leoni, 2020), we encourage platforms to stratify accommodations in terms of intensities of
sharing. Although this practice is being carried out properly by some platforms (Airbnb),
other platforms are giving moderate (Booking.com) or slight attention (HomeAway and
Vrbo) to this form of stratification. By organizing a pool of accommodations based on the
expected degree of sharing, platforms could more easily match, for example, providers who
overvalue preserving control over their accommodation with consumers who prefer more
interaction.

Additionally, the importance of sharing intensity reveals a concrete opportunity for
platformmanagers and providers to explore accommodations characterized by high sharing
intensity, which are less covered by traditional lodging companies (Zach et al., 2020). To
reduce the potential disadvantages associated with high sharing intensity (e.g. security),
previous research suggests improving hosts’ professionalization (Farmaki and Kaniadakis,
2020) and self-presentation (García et al., 2019). We expand these suggestions by
recommending platforms to highlight the utilitarian and psychological benefits that each
role may expect to experience when sharing an accommodation. In the case of consumers,
for instance, managers interested in promoting high sharing intensity accommodations
should use messages that remember consumers that they can enjoy price savings while still
feeling at home and having ample use of the amenities. This emphasizes guests’ functional
and ownership needs simultaneously (De Canio et al., 2020).

5.4 Limitations and future research
This research opens different paths for future investigations. We used samples from the
USA, a western culture. It would be constructive if similar experimental manipulations were
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extended to countries with different cultural backgrounds. Additionally, as this study
adopted a pure experimental design, future works could use firm-level or market-level data
and different methods than those applied in this research to test the robustness of our
findings.

Our study did not use specific instruments to measure psychological ownership
and the endowment effect; therefore, studies that directly test these constructs
would provide further evidence of whether these cognitive states affect
accommodation sharing. In this vein, future tests could be extended to other
business aspects such as loyalty, return on investment and word-of-mouth. Finally,
future investigations might investigate how the factors considered here operate in
other access-based markets such as transportation (Uber), fashion (Tumnus) and
everyday items (Zilok).

Notes

1. Although there are two extreme views (economic and non-economic perspectives) regarding the
concept of sharing, this work adopts the former, as our analyzes focus on utilitarianistic
companies and users (Eckhardt and Bardhi, 2015).

2. The advantages of interaction and control are apt examples. According to the literature, other
factors such as self-expression and sense of security may also operate.

3. Repository: Figshare. Title: SupplementaryMaterial. DOI: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.8970611
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